
OPTO 22 – Their Original Automation Controllers and Software Part II

 
In 1988 OPTO 22 released their first Process Control, Automation and Data Acquisition Controllers.

The Controller Family consisted of three models, the LC2, LC3 and LC4 PCBs, all using the Z180/HD64180.

The Controllers ROMs have IBM Basic and Forth 83 development languages, with floating point math.

In addition, the ROMs have software drivers to allow linkage to OPTOMux and Pamux IO Hardware. This 
simplifies programming without needing a lot of programming knowledge about IO Interfacing.
An RS-485 multi drop four wire network connects multi controllers and multi IO backplanes together.
The RS-485 network also allows connection to PCs for Database and HMI Displays.

By 1989 OPTO22 started expanding this original work by developing a new PC Based Program 
Development method.

The idea behind this development was to allow non programmers to develop Process Control, Automation 
and Data Acquisition systems easily. This Project was called Cyrano.
The Cyrano PC App allows development of Process Control, Automation and Data acquisition Strategies 
using Flow Charts, the first of its kind.

The PC based Cyrano App uses Flow Charts as it’s High Level Language.
Cyrano allows development of a Strategy (Program) with many Flow Charts, using an easy menu select, 
click and drop development system running in DOS using a mouse. Yes DOS.

Each Strategy of Charts is converted by the PC based Cyrano to Multi-Tasking Forth Programs and these 
are downloaded into the LC2/3/4 controllers and there they are Complied into the Controller’s Forth Kernel to
become the Runtime Code.

Cyrano had dozens of built in commands that can be included in the Strategy with Multi Charts.
The LC2/3/4 Automation Controller fitted with new Cyrano ROMs, can run many Charts at the same time, 
using time sliced 1 msec multitasking.

At the date, very few companies had this level of sophisticated software & hardware combination technology.
Cyrano is an OSless Code Developer System and this meant that code in the Controllers would boot and run
almost instantly. Just Power on the controller and it is ready to run.

The Cyrano Technology first ran on the OPTO22 PAMUX IO system.

Pamux is an Industrial Grade Isolated Analog and Digital IO backplane system.
One of OPTO 22’s innovations was to share the processing load around the whole Hardware Network of 
Controllers and IO.

The Cyrano LC4 Controller does not have to control the Pamux IO directly, it only has to send messages to 
the PAMUX IO Localised Brain and this Brain (micro) runs and manages the IO instead.
The Localised Brains lifts the load off the LC4 controllers and reduces the network traffic. Using this method, 
the LC4 can easily manage it’s Strategy with many multi tasks/charts running with hundreds of IO points.

The Brains on the Network can also interrupt the LC4 and demand attention when required.
OPTO22 was onto a winning technology with this new Cyrano hardware and software combination.

Next month we will look at more developments with Cyrano 200, Mistic 200 and further technology.


